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Getting a public relations campaign or program off the ground
can seem an overwhelming task. But, as with any project, the
secret of success lies in good planning and effective
management. This fully updated second edition of "Planning
and Managing Public Relations Campaigns" provides a
blueprint for all practitioners. It describes how to initiate and
manage the ongoing development of a program in a
structured way to benefit both the organization and its clients.
The basic principles of researched-based strategic planning
remain unchanged
Contemporary public relations practice has developed over
the last several decades from the weak third sister in
marketing, advertising, and public relations mix to a full
player. To help you keep up to speed with the exciting
changes and developments of publications, this book has
been updated to provide you with the necessary
understanding of the problems and promises of public
relations research, measurement, and evaluation. As a public
relations professional, this book will guide you through the
effective use of methods, measures, and evaluation in
providing grounded evidence of the success (or failure) of
public relations campaigns. This third edition takes a best
practices approach-one that focuses on choosing the
appropriate method and rigorously applying that method to
collect the data that best answers the objectives of the
research. It also presents an approach to public relations that
emphasizes the profession's impact on the client's return on
investment in the public relations function, the measurement
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of social media and the use of standardized measures.
Originally published in 1984. Public relations is a key element
necessary for success in all business activities. Although
some businessmen see public relations as a separable
business function, this book argues convincingly that public
relations should really be an integral management function,
practised by all managers, all the time. Public Relations for
Management Success defines public relations and examines
particular techniques, including media relations and areas of
concern such as government/parliamentary liaison and issues
such as conservation and pollution. It discusses how public
relations activities should be planned, staffed, financed and
assessed, putting forward principles illustrated by worldwide
case studies and examples.
Getting a public relations campaign or programme off the
ground can seem an overwhelming task. But, as with any
project, the secret of success lies in good planning and
effective management. This fully updated second edition of
Planning and Managing Public Relations Campaigns provides
a blueprint for all practitioners. It describes how to initiate and
manage the ongoing development of a programme in a
structured way to benefit both the organization and its clients.
Practical and easy to read, the book takes the form of a stepby-step guide, covering many vital areas including:the public
relations function;starting the planning process;research and
analysis;setting objectives;strategy and tactics;timescales and
resources;evaluation and review.Packed with numerous case
studies, the book demonstrates a 10-point plan for ensuring
successful campaigns and programmes. By using the
techniques presented here, public relations practitioners will
be able to drive events instead of being driven by them.
Endorsed by the Institute of Public Relations, Planning and
Managing Public Relations Campaigns is vital reading for
students, practitioners or managers who want a definitive
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guide to the planning and management process.
Strategic Public Relations has been produced as a core book
for what will become a series of second generation books
treating public relations as a new, and separate discipline
which has strategic implications for the whole business.
Written primarily for senior executives and PR practitioners,
Strategic Public Relations also serves students and young
executives, covering such topics as: corporate goals and
strategies; marketing communications; financial public
relations; employee and local community relations;
parliamentary and EU relations; building an international
reputation; corporate advertising; sponsorship and media
relations; communications research and corporate
responsibility. All of the 16 contributors to this book, in
addition to being recognised authorities in their fields, are
senior practitioners. They will broaden your business horizons
by showing you that corporate relations, if done properly, will
lead to improved efficiency, improved competitive
performance and, ultimately, to greater profit.
In the evolving business education environment, SouthWestern leverages its learning materials across all forms of
media, from traditional textbooks to web-based formats. Top
scholars, business authorities and thought leaders offer
expertise in a broad range of subjects.
Public Relations Leaders as Sensemakers presents
foundational research on the public relations profession,
providing a current and compelling picture of expanding
global practice. Utilizing data from one of the largest studies
ever conducted in the field, and representing the perspectives
of 4,500 practitioners, private and state-run companies,
communication agencies, government agencies, and
nonprofits, this work advances a theory of integrated
leadership in public relations and highlights future research
needs and educational implications. This volume is
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appropriate for graduate and advanced undergraduate
students in international public relations and communication
management, as well as scholars in global public relations,
communication management, and business. It is also
intended to supplement courses in public relations theory,
strategic communication, business management, and
leadership development.

Taking a public relations campaign from planning
through to implementation can seem overwhelming.
Planning and Managing Public Relations Campaigns
provides a blueprint for success, and is widely
regarded as one of the best 'how-to' guides for
students and practitioners. Digestible and easy to
read, this fifth edition presents a 12-point plan for
ensuring success of campaigns of all sizes, covering
vital areas including the role of public relations in
organizations, the importance of context, research
and analysis, setting objectives, strategy and tactics,
timescales and resources, evaluation and review.
With discussion of new developments in the industry,
from the gig economy and online influencers, to
disruptive models, this fully updated new edition
addresses the need for agile planning and draws on
fresh case studies to provide up-to-date examples of
best practice. Supported by a suite of online
resources, Planning and Managing Public Relations
Campaigns is an invaluable guide for students and
practitioners alike. Online resources include
extended case studies, lecture slides, discussion
questions and assessment tasks.
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Marketing Communications Management: concepts
and theories, cases and practice makes critical
reflections on the prime issues in integrated
marketing communications and is designed to
encourage the reader to stop and think about key
issues. The author takes a managerial approach to
the subject and provides a set of frameworks that
facilitate both learning and teaching. A wide range of
pedagogical features is included such as sample
exam questions, 'stop points', vignettes, and case
studies, and a summary of key points concludes
each chapter. Most organizations need some form of
marketing or corporate communications and this text
is designed to service both practitioners and
students undertaking formal study. The author
addresses strategic and critical issues that dovetail
with the current interest in marketing
communications as reflected in the media, with
particular emphasis given to advertising and
sponsorship.
Developed for advanced students in public relations,
Cases in Public Relations Management uses recent
cases in public relations that had outcomes varying
from expected to unsuccessful. The text challenges
students to think analytically, strategically, and
practically. Each case is based on real events, and is
designed to encourage discussion, debate, and
exploration of the options available to today's
strategic public relations manager. Key features of
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this text include coverage of the latest controversies
in current events, discussion of the ethical issues
that have made headlines in recent years, and
strategies used by public relations practitioners.
Each case has extensive supplemental materials
taken directly from the case for students' further
investigation and discussion. The case study
approach encourages readers to assess what they
know about communication theory, the public
relations process, and management practices, and
prepares them for their future careers as PR
practitioners. New to the second edition are: 27 new
case studies, including coverage of social media and
social responsibility elements New chapters on
corporate social responsibility (CSR) and activism
End-of-chapter exercises Embedded hyperlinks in
eBook Fully enhanced companion website that
includes: Instructor resources: PowerPoint
presentations, Case Supplements, Instructor Guides
Student resources: Quizzes, Glossary, Case
Supplements
Public Relations Campaigns: An Integrated
Approach introduces you to the process of creating
public relations campaigns using a hands-on
approach that emphasizes the tools you will need
when working in the industry. Authors Regina M.
Luttrell and Luke W. Capizzo present real examples
and current case studies to help you develop
practical skills for creating more effective PR
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campaigns. You are given multiple opportunities to
practice and build your skills throughout the book by
learning how to incorporate the PESO model—Paid
media, Earned media, Social media, and Owned
media. The PESO model helps students understand
the importance of creating integrated campaigns that
coordinate PR efforts with both advertising and
marketing. Key Features The book offers a timely
focus on the PESO model and its use in integrated
campaigns, providing students with an
understanding of today’s best practices in PR.
Numerous case studies and exercises throughout
the book aid in a deeper understanding of how
research, perspective, and insights can be leveraged
in public relations campaigns. Real-world information
including sample PR plans with budgets prepare
students for success in their future careers.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Communication and relationships sit at the centre of
our hyper-connected lives, and their effective
management is a strategic necessity for all
organisations today. As the communication and
public relations industries continue to grow globally,
they offer a dynamic career for those with the right
skills and knowledge. Jane Johnston and Leanne
Glenny show how strategic communication and
public relations plug into the social, economic and
political world, creating crucial links between
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organisations and people. They explain how
communication professionals build partnerships,
motivate and engage stakeholders, manage content,
media and planning, develop reputations, and
troubleshoot crisis communication. Strategic
Communication is a complete introduction to the
fundamentals of communication and public relations
for the next decade. It presents innovative and
creative approaches to deliver 100 tools and tactics,
over 30 theories and models, and three levels of
strategy that underpin successful communication.
The authors include examples from around the
world, from private sector, public sector and not for
profit organisations.
Winner of the 2019 Textbook & Academic Authors
Association’s The Most Promising New Textbook
Award How can public relations play a more active
role in the betterment of society? Introduction to
Strategic Public Relations: Digital, Global, and
Socially Responsible Communication prepares you
for success in today’s fast-changing PR
environment. Recognizing that developments in
technology, business, and culture require a fresh
approach, Janis T. Page and Lawrence Parnell have
written a practical introductory text that aligns these
shifts with the body of knowledge from which the
discipline of public relations was built. Because the
practice of public relations is rooted in credibility, the
authors believe that you must become ethical and
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socially responsible communicators more concerned
with building trust and respect with diverse
communities than with creating throwaway content.
The authors balance this approach with a focus on
communication theory, history, process, and practice
and on understanding how these apply to strategic
public relations planning, as well as on learning how
to create a believable and persuasive message. Key
Features Chapter-opening Scenarios capture your
attention by discussing current PR challenges—such
as the Wells Fargo cross-selling, VW emissions
cover-up, and P&G’s “Like a Girl” campaign—and
thus frame the chapter content and encourage active
reading. At the end of the chapter, you explore
various aspects of socially responsible
communication to “solve” the PR challenge. Socially
Responsible Case Studies in each chapter illustrate
the key responsibilities of a modern public relations
professional such as media relations, crisis
communications, employee communications, applied
communications research, and corporate and
government-specific communications. Each case
features problem-solving questions to encourage
critical thinking. Social Responsibility in Action boxes
feature short, specific social responsibility
cases—such as Universals’ #NoFoodWasted,
Nespresso in South Sudan, and Merck’s
collaboration with AIDS activists—to highlight best
practices and effective tactics, showing the link
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between sound public relations strategy and
meaningful social responsibility programs. Insight
boxes spark classroom discussion on particularly
important or unique topics in each chapter.
Personality Profile boxes will inspire you with stories
from PR veterans and rising stars such as the U.S.
CEO of Burson-Marstellor, the Chief Communication
Officer of the United Nations Foundation, and the
Executive VP at HavasPR.
Getting a public relations campaign or programme
off the ground can seem an overwhelming task. But,
as with any project, the secret of success lies in
good planning and effective management. This fully
updated second edition of Planning and Managing
Public Relations Campaigns provides a blueprint for
all practitioners. It describes how to initiate and
manage the ongoing development of a programme
in a structured way to benefit both the organization
and its clients. Practical and easy to read, the book
takes the form of a step-by-step guide, covering
many vital areas including: the public relations
function; starting the planning process; research and
analysis; setting objectives; strategy and tactics;
timescales and resources; evaluation and review.
Packed with numerous case studies, the book
demonstrates a 10-point plan for ensuring successful
campaigns and programmes. By using the
techniques presented here, public relations
practitioners will be able to drive events instead of
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being driven by them. Endorsed by the Institute of
Public Relations, Planning and Managing Public
Relations Campaigns is vital reading for students,
practitioners or managers who want a definitive
guide to the planning and management process.
The nature of the communicator's job has changed
dramatically over the last decade. While
communicators still prepare speeches, press
releases and articles for corporate magazines, they
are now being asked to perform managerial duties
such as planning, consulting stakeholders and
advising CEO's and vice presidents. Communication
Planning focuses on these additional responsibilities
and examines the role of integrated planning in
modern organizations. Sherry Ferguson's
comprehensive study includes the theoretical
foundations of communication planning and strategic
approaches to planning for issues management.
Strategic Public Relations Management features an
applied approach to evidence-based, strategic public
relations management. It emphasizes understanding
audiences through research and demonstrates
success through quantitative evaluation methods.
The volume presents a scientific approach that helps
future and current practitioners understand and
communicate the value of public relations to others,
using performance metrics to demonstrate return on
investment. New to the third edition: New examples
on the effective use of digital communication and
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online research tools; Updated guidance on
researching using digital tools and social media;
New examples that provide a more accessible
pathway to real-world application. In addition to
these new features, the book covers: Creating a
framework for planning; Up-to-date research tools
and how to develop a research plan; Gathering
useful data for strategic guidance; Real-world
examples that provide readers with realistic cases
and situations; Applying theory to professional
practice. The book's accessibility will be welcomed
by instructors and students with definitions of terms,
a how-to approach, and an accessible style of writing
throughout.
In this updated edition of the successful Public
Relations Handbook, a detailed introduction to the
theories and practices of the public relations industry
is given. Broad in scope, it; traces the history and
development of public relations, explores ethical
issues which affect the industry, examines its
relationships with politics, lobbying organisations and
journalism, assesses its professionalism and
regulation, and advises on training and entry into the
profession. It includes: interviews with press officers
and PR agents about their working practices case
studies, examples, press releases and illustrations
from a range of campaigns including Railtrack,
Marks and Spencer, Guinness and the Metropolitan
Police specialist chapters on financial public
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relations, global PR, business ethics, on-line
promotion and the challenges of new technology
over twenty illustrations from recent PR campaigns.
In this revised and updated practical text, Alison
Theaker successfully combines theoretical and
organisational frameworks for studying public
relations with examples of how the industry works in
practice.
Making It in Public Relations is a comprehensive,
realistic guide to everything one needs to know when
pursuing a successful career in public relations. It is
an introduction to public relations, written for
students who want or need a definition of the
profession to understand what they are moving into
as a career. A thorough overview of the various roles
and responsibilities involved in PR work, the different
types of PR functions and activities, and its
application in a variety of settings and scenarios are
provided. In fulfilling the book's editorial role, author
Leonard Mogel profiles the 10 largest public relations
firms, life on the fast track at a small PR firm, how
corporate communications is carried on at a large
financial institution, and public relations for diverse
organizations. It will be of interest to those studying
public relations at the university level; recent mass
communication, journalism, and public relations
graduates; interns in public relations firms; and
employees in other fields contemplating a move to
this profession.
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Public Relations and Communication Management
serves as a festschrift honoring the work of public
relations scholars James E. Gruning and Larissa A.
Grunig. Between them, the Grunigs have published
12 books and more than 330 articles, book chapters,
and various academic and professional publications,
and have supervised 34 doctoral dissertations and
105 master’s theses. This volume recognizes the
Grunig‘s contributions to public relations scholarship
over the past four decades. To honor the Grunig’s
scholarship, this volume continues to expand their
body of work with essays from renowned colleagues,
former students, and research associates. The
chapters discuss current trends in the field as well as
emerging issues that drive the field forward. Sample
topics include theories and future aspects of the
behavioral, strategic management approach to
managing public relations, and its linkages and
implications to related subfields and key field issues.
Contributions stimulate academic discussion and
demonstrate the relevance of applied theories for the
practice of public relations and communication
management with up-to-date concepts, theories, and
thoughts.
Focusing on the day-to-day matters of running a PR
operation, Managing Public Relations is the first
book to balance both corporate and agency needs
while addressing the management of a public
relations function. Its unique approach stresses the
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function of PR within the larger scope of business,
showing students how to think like their future
bosses and colleagues and making them more
competitive in today's job market. Features * Gives
students the business know-how they need in order
to succeed in public relations * Directly applies
current, foundational research to the day-to-day
management concerns of public relations operations,
allowing students to connect theory to practice in a
demanding environment * Balances coverage of
both agency and corporate (for-profit, non-profit, nongovernmental, and governmental organizations)
public relations operations * "Executive
Viewpoints"-first-person testimonials from actual PR
executives-bring concepts, methods, and tools to life
for readers as they realize how senior managers
work and why * Rich pedagogy in each chapter
assists students in their reading * A Companion
Website offers resources for students and
instructors, and an Instructor's Manual is available to
adopters (please see the preface for details)
Evaluating Public Relations advises PR practitioners
at all levels how to demonstrate clearly and
objectively to their clients and managers the impact
that their work has. The authors draw on both their
practical and academic experience to discuss a
diverse range of evaluation methods and strategies,
illustrating them throughout with award winning case
studies and interviews. Fully revised and updated,
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the second edition of this book allows practitioners to
more closely monitor and evaluate their campaigns
and helps them develop more robust campaign
strategies. This edition includes new information on:
online evaluation; measuring relationships;
practitioner culture, evaluation procedures and
structures; payment by results; econometrics; word
of mouth. Covering both theory and practice,
Evaluating Public Relations is a handbook for both
students and experienced practitioners.
Unifies social science research and management
theory with public relations techniques to provide a
solid theoretical foundation. Covers the management
as well as the techniques of public relations,
emphasising decision-making and evaluation.
Electronic Inspection Copy available for instructors here
Taking a managerial perspective, this book explores
public relations and its role in the wider organizational
world. Contributors explore a variety of contexts in which
the relevance of understanding these two interlinking
domains is so paramount, such as corporate branding
and reputation, government relations and community
communications, as well as drawing on experise of legal
considerations and ethical awareness. The effective
management of public relations is crucial within any
organization, but a wider managerial awareness and
support of its role is equally critical. Public Relations: A
Managerial Perspective offers an original and vital
discussion of these challenges for second and third year
undergraduate and postgraduate students of public
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relations, corporate communications and public affairs.
Non-profit organizations (NPOs) across the world are
facing criticism alongside approbation. In order for NPOs
to effectively support their causes, they require public
trust. The editors of this book have persuaded PR
experts from the UK and around the world, from a variety
of PR specialisms operating across different
organizational forms, to share their knowledge and
experience. These contributions are scaffolded with
authoritative academic and practical advice, as well as
solutions. The book starts with foundations that underpin
communications for causes. These include arguments
that support the importance of non-profits in civil society;
lessons in corporate governance; and a new approach to
issues management. PR planning subjects tailored, or
specific, to the sector include: strategic global
communications planning, agile digital communications;
branding internal communications and the securing of
meaningful outcomes. Corporate partnerships are
examined with a new ‘Fit to Partner Test’ and
consideration of the mandated corporate social
responsibility (CSR) in India, corporate volunteering in
Brazil, and CSR in South Africa. Relations between
governments and non-profits are also considered, both
generally and with a particular focus on China.
Communicating Causes looks at effective strategy and
practice of PR in the modern non-profit. Including
forewords by both John Grounds and Jon Snow, the
expert perspectives offered in this book provide valuable
support to current and future communicators.
Cases in Public Relations Strategy draws on original,
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real-world case studies to provide students with a
strategic approach to meeting the needs of a client
before, during, and beyond a campaign. Using the RACE
(Research, Action Planning, Communication, and
Evaluation) model, students explore successful
contemporary campaigns and evaluate best practices in
all major areas of public relations activity. This practical,
client-oriented text shows students how to systematically
evaluate and adapt to the needs of a particular
client—whether big or small, global or local, for-profit or
nonprofit—in order to launch the most effective campaign.
Each case includes a brief introduction focused on
fundamentals and core competencies, and all cases
have been carefully selected to present a wide range of
client types. In addition to the lessons from professionals
in the case studies, a section on PR consulting and an
appendix on advancing your PR career give students the
knowledge and skills they need for success in the field.
Give your students the SAGE edge! SAGE edge offers a
robust online environment featuring an impressive array
of free tools and resources for review, study, and further
exploration, keeping both instructors and students on the
cutting edge of teaching and learning. Learn more at
edge.sagepub.com/stjohn.
The book challenges the notion that public relations in
Europe is no more than a copy of the Anglo-American
approach. It presents a nation-by-nation introduction to
historical public relations developments and current
topics in European countries, written by noted national
experts in public relations research and well-known
professionals who are able to oversee the situation in
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their own countries. The contributions take an "insider"
point of view and combine researched facts and figures
with qualitative observations and personal reviews. In
addition, the book provides conceptual statements that
offer an insight into theoretical approaches.
Along with such traditional management tools as
budgeting, HR, planning, and leadership, The Practice of
Government Public Relations, Second Edition
demonstrates that the 21st-century government
administrator needs new tools to address the changing
context of government communication. It provides public
managers with an understanding of the uses of public
relations as tools to advance the goals of public
agencies, including media relations, an informed public,
public branding, listening to the citizenry, and crisis
management. While no manager can be an expert in all
aspects of public administration, this book will help
managers know what external communications tools are
available to them for advancing the mission and results
of their agencies. The authors argue that government
public relations activities can serve three broad
purposes: mandatory activities, which support
governance; optional activities, which offer a pragmatic
means of improving policy outcomes, inputs, and
impacts; and dangerous but powerful activities, which
may serve political interests. The book focuses on
practitioners throughout the public sector, including the
U.S. federal government, state and local governments,
and public administrators outside of the U.S. Several
new chapters address the use of digital communications
as social media and the resultant rapid diffusion of
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information has transformed the responsibility,
accessibility, and vulnerability of government
communications. In addition, two new chapters examine
the topic of branding, its growing influence in the public
sector, and how it can be used to connect with citizens
and increase public engagement. The Practice of
Government Public Relations, Second Edition is
designed to help government managers at various levels
of administration looking to specialize in public relations,
those assigned to communications offices, and program
managers seeking innovative and cost-effective ways to
implement their programmatic missions. It will also be of
interest to students of publication administration who will
become the government workers of the future.
Getting a public relations campaign or programme off the
ground can seem an overwhelming task. But, as with any
project, the secret of success lies in good planning and
effective management. This fully updated third edition of
Planning and Managing Public Relations Campaigns
provides a blueprint for all practitioners. It describes how
to initiate and manage the ongoing development of a
programme in a structured way to benefit both the
organization and its clients. Practical and easy to read,
the book takes the form of a step-by-step guide, covering
many vital areas including: the public relations function;
starting the planning process; research and analysis;
setting objectives; strategy and tactics; timescales and
resources; evaluation and review. Packed with numerous
case studies, the book demonstrates a 10-point plan for
ensuring successful campaigns and programmes. By
using the techniques presented here, public relations
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practitioners will be able to drive events instead of being
driven by them. Endorsed by the Institute of Public
Relations, Planning and Managing Public Relations
Campaigns is vital reading for students, practitioners or
managers who want a definitive guide to the planning
and management process.
The only step-by-step guide to crisis management for the
design andconstruction industry Accidents, lawsuits,
labor walkouts . . . A crisis can come out ofnowhere to
strike even the most responsible and safetyconsciousdesign and construction companies. The good
news is that when badthings happen, there are ways to
navigate successfully through thetough times to get your
company back on track and back in businessas soon as
possible. The secret is to be prepared--and this
bookshows you how. Written by one of the best-known
experts in the field. Crisis Management gives you the
detailed practical knowledge,tools, and techniques you
need to get ready for virtually anycrisis situation--before
it happens. With proven procedures, forms,and
checklists to guide you through every step of the
process, ithelps you to: * Anticipate, identify, and prevent
potential crises whenpossible * Assemble and manage a
quick-response crisis managementteamDevelop a
comprehensive crisis management plan * Understand
and use media communications effectively * Establish
and cultivate good media relationships * No matter what
area of design or construction you work in, Crisis
Management will make a vital contribution to the
overallhealth and survival of your business--because
when it comes to theunexpected, preparation really is
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everything.
Public Relations Planning provides students with an indepth understanding of the steps involved in planning
and executing a successful PR campaign. Taking a
strategic approach to the subject, the author brings years
of practical experience to the project, helping students
see how it all fits together in reality. The book goes
beyond an introductory discussion of the theory of PR
planning, incorporating material from cutting-edge
research in the field. A discussion of the psychological
aspects of communication, material on inhouse/employee communication, as well as a chapter
dedicated to discussing how social media strategies fit
into a PR campaign, give students a real edge when it
comes to executing an effective campaign. Plenty of
global examples and a companion website featuring
PowerPoint slides, a test bank, and answer key for endof-chapter questions round out this excellent resource for
students of public relations and corporate
communication.
Proven techniques that maximize media exposure for
your business A seasoned PR pro shows you how to get
people talking When it comes to public relations, nothing
beats good word of mouth. Want to get customers
talking? This friendly guide combines the best practical
tools with insight and flair to provide guidance on every
aspect of PR, so you can launch a full-throttle campaign
that'll generate buzz -- and build your bottom line.
Discover how to * Map a winning PR strategy * Grab
attention with press releases, interviews, and events *
Cultivate good media relations * Get print, TV, radio, and
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Internet coverage * Manage a PR crisis
Public Relations: contemporary issues and techniques
offers a definitive guide to public relations management.
It provides comprehensive analysis and explanation of a
full range of modern PR techniques, spanning both
inhouse and agency practice. The text has involved
fundamental restructuring and updating of existing
material and the incorporation of the new techniques and
strategies, for instance: * The use of multimedia
techniques in PR * Overseas media and the globalization
of media communications * The latest case examples notably New Labour's rebranding and media
management since 1997, government PR during the
2001 war against Afghanistan, and the 2002 football
World Cup The book presents the core strategies for
successful PR combining this with indepth advice on
implementation and the everyday techniques that every
PR person needs to grasp. With a range of new userfriendly textual features, the book's practical, how-to
focus, wedded to firm theoretical analysis, makes it the
ideal text for those studying for professionally accredited
examinations such as the IPR, CAM and LCCI awards. It
is also a useful aide-memoire for all practising PR
professionals. * Features transcripts of interviews with
key individuals involved in Public Relations * Dedicated
guide to the myriad strategies and techniques involved in
PR today. * New material reflecting the impact of new
technology and the globalisation of media
communications.
This book reports findings of a three-nation study of
public relations and communication management
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sponsored by the International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC) Research Foundation. The
Excellence Study provides communication managers
and public relations practitioners with information critical
to their own professional growth, and supplies
organizations with tools that help them communicate
more effectively and build beneficial relations with key
publics. Communication excellence is a powerful idea of
sweeping scope that applies to all organizations -- large
or small -- that need to communicate effectively with
publics on whom the organization's survival and growth
depend. The essential elements of excellent
communication are the same for corporations, not-forprofit organizations, government agencies, and
professional/trade associations. And they are applicable
on a global basis. The study identifies three spheres of
communication excellence. These spheres consider the
overall function and role of communication in
organizations, and define the organization of this book.
They are: * the core or inner sphere of communication
excellence -- the knowledge base of the communication
department, * the shared expectations of top
communicators and senior managers about the function
and role of communication, and * the organization's
culture -- the larger context that either nurtures or
impedes communication excellence. This text also
examines communication excellence as demonstrated in
specific programs developed for specific publics.
The role of the public relations practitioner is becoming
ever more demanding. International in scope, and written
in a practical and easy-to-follow style, this fully updated
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second edition is packed with expert advice, providing a
sound introduction to a wide range of specialist areas.
This second edition of Erica Weintraub Austin and Bruce
E. Pinkleton’s popular text, Strategic Public Relations
Management, helps readers move from a tactical public
relations approach to a strategic management style.
Building on the first edition, it demonstrates skillful use of
research and planning techniques, providing updated
research methods that make use of the Internet and
programs aiding data entry and analysis. This version
also expands its focus to communication program
planning more broadly. Chapters in the book cover such
critical topics as: *creating a framework for planning;
*identifying the elements of a campaign; *determining
research needs and developing the research plan;
*gathering useful data for strategic guidance; *making
research decisions; and *applying theory to professional
practice. This book is valuable as a text in public
relations management and communication campaigns
courses, while also serving as a reference for
practitioners. It introduces readers to the tools necessary
for developing and presenting comprehensive, effective,
and accountable public relations plans, ensuring they are
well prepared for managing and executing
communication campaigns.
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